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JEFF HOFFEE is a Chicago-based
maker of custom-made, carbon fibre
musical instrument flight cases. He is
unique for being a sole proprietor who
answers customer emails personally in
a business dominated by manufactur-
ers whose websites issue auto-replies
promising an average response time
upwards of a week. Possibly, the bur-
geoning popularity and demand for his
cases may change all that, as Hoffee
had (sounding like a true Chicago
Blues Brother) 'made it a mission' to
create a highly durable case of quality
craftsmanship offered at a reasonable
price. The starting price for a plain Hoffee carbon
fibre guitar case with a choice of custom lining is
$325. Custom colour finishes are an additional
$65. Thermal lining is $gg and backpack straps
are $16,

His Youtube video is turning into something of
an online sensation for being a musician's worst
nightmare, depicting every imaginable scenario of
white-knuckle-inducing abuse that can be levied
upon a guitar case: Hoffee sw'ings a case into
mid-air like an airline baggage handler harbour-
ing Ollnnpian dreams of competing in the discus.
He heaves a ten gallon bucket of water merciless-
ly over it. He jumps on top the case and. just
when you think you've had enough. he backs his
truck over it. In each instance, as the dust bil-
lows and settles around the case, Hoffee stoops
over it, unlatches the lid and removes a guitar
that is perfectly intact, a la Houdini.

'I am a musician, a drummer,' Hoffee says. 'l
have been involved in music since I was a kid. In
college, I played orchestral music and I also

played in rock bands. I still play in a Chicago-
based band called The Bottles Tones as a hobby.
We're not famous but we did a little touring and
now we do some weekend playrng.

.As a result,'I have been around guitarists and
know them really well. I had worked in the musi-
cal instrument business as an executive of a
string and wind instrument manufacturer busi-
ness here in the U.S. Four years ago, things
changed for me. I started my own business
importing instruments and cases wholesale. I'd
always been dealing with carbon fibre cases and
lightu.eight cases and knew that I was never real-
li' happl- $ith either the distribution, or the ratio
of quaiin- to the expense of most cases.

'\\-hen the economy hit the skids, my business
took a hit as rvell. This motivated me to become
serious about making cases myself. I'd thought
it u-ould be easy but it took me over a year-and-
a-half or so of development to find something
r.iabie. I studied and read, researched, took
classes on moulding carbon fibre. After a lot of

Holfee flight cases.
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trial and error, I finally arrived at my product. I
started making violin and cello cases and was
surprised by the demand for guitar cases, as my
earlier business had been mostly orchestral
instruments.'

Hoffee's manufacturing base is in Joliet,
Illinois, just south of Chicago and he works with
an assistant, another musician who shares his
appreciation for their craft. 'l use a unique, pro-
prietary process which is new to the case indus-
try,' he says. 'It allows me to make strong but
lightweight shells. I don't know what other case
makers are doing exactly but it enables my cases
to be cheaper and also high quality. We custom
fit the interiors for every instrument. Not every-
one is able to do that. We also use high quality,
American-made custom hardware. I have many
overseas clients who recognise that. even with
shipping costs, they come out ahead significant-
ly, especially given the value and durability of
the case.' Hoffee has shipped his wares to
clients in Argentina, Spain, Germany. Australia
and Japan. Also, many luthiers such as Hill
Guitars, Ruck and Lee Guitar Works qrill order
his guitar cases to use when they ship new gui-
tars to clients.

Many Nashville players have already discovered
his cases, including the guitar player in Tim
McGraw's band and guitarist Janet Robinson,
who has performed with both Melissa Etheridge
and Lindsay Buckingham. 'We're working on
making banjo cases and mandolin cases, now
too. We already manufacture archtop guitar and
dreadnought cases. We get a lot of calls from jazz
players and rock guys who are playing hollow-
body Gretsches. Somehow my name had gotten
out in a forum online for banjo players and I
receive five calls in one day asking for a banjo
case. So I thought I'd better get busy and make
banjo cases, too.'

'By far the most popular model we make is the
classical guitar case because it also happens to
suit the base for many other acoustic guitar
makes as well. We use the same shell for Martin
Os, OOs and resonator guitars.'

Hoffee's cases come in a base colour of plain
gun metal grey carbon fibre and a customer has
their choice of interior fabric linings in crushed
velvet and more wild prints, such as zebra and
leopard, with swatch samples posted online. His
custom finishes tend to be light colours such as
silver, blue, gold, green and red. 'We're using a
really cool finish, the same type used on the
bodywork of a lot of hot-rod automobiles that
gives off a sparkle to the texture. It's not paint
but a mix which is sprayed into the case mould
as a gel coat that becomes part of the mould itself
with translucent properties where you can still
see the carbon fibre pattern beneath. Clients
have been asking for the lighter blues and silvers
in terms of keeping the guitar cooler. One of our
innovations is the custom option of thermal insu-
lation inside the case. We use a thinsulate mate-
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rial made by the 3M company, which is used tra-
ditionally in jacket and glove linings, and we
devised a unique case lining for insulation
against extreme temperatures. To test it, we
placed the guitar case in the sun. The case and
guitar had a starting temperature of 78'F; after
half hour in the hot sun the outside of the case
reached 140'F and the guitar itself had been
85"F. This does not last forever, meaning, the
case is not a thermos, but it does help for short
periods of time, especially if artists are playing
outdoor festivals or have their guitar inside a car.

The interior padding we use is also special - a
type of closed cell foam. Most case makers use a
foam rubber product. Ours is much firmer and
absorbs shock better. We've in fact done experi-
ments of dropping eggs on the foam to see which
one protects the best,' Hoffee says. 'The airlines
industry, as we know, is notoriously terrible for
damaging guitars. I get calls from people every
day who are worried about this. I received an
email order for a custom case from the lead gui-
tarist of the heavy metal band W.A.S.P. His gui-
tars are customised with lasers and he has seen
them damaged by airline baggage handlers in the
past. Everyone's guitar is deeply personal to them
and they want a case that is both lightweight and
durable.'

Hoffee promises a new, forthcoming Youtube
sequel to his action thriller guitar case testing.
'We took a guitar case and threw it in the river.
We dropped it off the top of a building. We threw
a case from a football stadium. And we drove
down the highway at 50 mph and threw it out the
back of a van.' The guitar inside came out
unscathed in each instance.

'I know there are other case makers in the US,'
Hoffee says. 'But there are very few custom
makers of lightweight carbon fibre cases. People
are always shocked when they hear this. Carbon
fibre offers durability with lightness.' A typical
Hoffee classical guitar flight case weighs about
seven pounds.

'Jazz guitarist Allen Watsky, who plays a tele-
caster, had called me last weekend to tell me he
had just returned from playing in Europe. His last
stop had been Paris and he'd found himself run-
ning late at the Charles De Gaulle airport and had
to bolt, He told me if he did not have such a light-
weight case, he never would have made his flight.'

Hoffee can be contacted directly through his
website and instructs prospective clients to spec-
ifu the measurements of their guitar or send in a
tracing of it unless it is a standard make. 'For
custom makes and odd shapes, we need mea-
surements and a tracing.' His current waiting list
time averages three to four weeks for new orders.

For further information:
http: / /www. carbonfibrecases. com/Home-Page. php
Youtube video:
http: / /www.youtube. com/watchtu=gNWXrpZbpll
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